"FLU" MASK WEARERS GET "BAWLING OUT"

S. F. Feels Good Without Mask
It Hides Only Thing Worth While
This City Always Has a Smile

Signal Sounds Promptly at the Stroke of 12 and Those Who Did Not Doff Gauze Are Ridiculed

Much Material Accumulates in Drug Stores, but Most of Dis- cards Are Deposited in Gutter

All day Monday, there was ready in every drug store in the city a supply of instruments for making masks. The boards that stood in front of the drug stores were filled with colored cards and masks of all sorts. At noon the masks were ready to be sold to the public for 25 cents.
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"Let's go to the drug store and buy a mask," said a man in the street. "We've been told to wear one, and we'll do it.
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